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NEWS
Curated ABCD Data Release 3.0 due August/September, 2020. With the third release of curated
ABCD Study® data, longitudinal measures of neuroimaging, cognitive performance, and social,
emotional and environmental factors will be available for authorized researchers. As this large cohort
enters adolescence, this is a key period for investigating the emergence of psychiatric and
neurological symptomatology. For neuroimaging assessments, this release contains all baseline
data and half of the 2-year follow-up (second imaging timepoint). For non-imaging assessments, this
release contains baseline and follow-up data for the 6-month and 1 year visits on the full participant
cohort, as well as interim data for the 18-month, 2-year, and 30-month visits. Authorized users can
obtain more information and access the updated data from https://nda.nih.gov/abcd.

HIGHLIGHTS
The ABCD-ReproNim Course provides training for reproducible analyses of the Adolescent
Brain Cognitive Development (ABCD) Study data. Students will receive instruction on reproducible
data analyses endorsed by ReproNim, a Center for Reproducible Neuroimaging Computation. The
13-week Online Course will include access to pre-recorded video presentations and live Q&A with
instructors who are ABCD investigators and reproducibility experts in the field. Readings will be
provided for each lesson and data exercises will be posted to help students achieve learning
objectives. During the course, students will self-organize into small, collaborative learning groups
and develop proposals for data analysis or resource development projects. At the completion of the
Online Course, enrolled students will be invited to attend a 5-day virtual Project Week, where they
will apply the skills they learned towards completion of a project and learn how to contribute to open
source software. ABCD-ReproNim training is targeted to students, postdoctoral fellows, and early
career faculty. There are no registration fees and all materials will be open and accessible. Teaching
assistant applications are due Aug 21, 2020, student applications are due Aug 28, 2020, and the
online course starts October 16, 2020. For more information visit https://ABCD-ReproNim.org.
Sponsored by the National Institutes of Health, Beyond Statistical Significance: Finding
Meaningful Effects Virtual Meeting will be held on September 2, 2020. Population neuroscience
initiatives, such as the Adolescent Brain Cognitive DevelopmentSM Study, offer unparalleled
opportunities to understand trajectories of development and related health outcomes. An inherent
consequence of large, observational studies, however, is that although effects may be statistically
significant, they may only account for a small proportion of the variance and/or have little ability to
predict outcomes. The objective of this workshop is to develop best practice recommendations for
interpreting meaningful effects in “big data” by engaging scientists from a range of disciplines in
discussions of meaningful science that go beyond statistical significance. For more information refer
to https://apps1.seiservices.com/meaningfuleffects/.
Stop-signal task design. Bissett and colleagues recently raised thought provoking questions about
the fMRI stop-signal task (SST) being used in the Adolescent Brain Cognitive Development
(ABCD)SM Study (https://doi.org/10.1101/2020.05.08.084707). A response to their report and
concerns raised is available in preprint (https://doi.org/10.1101/2020.07.27.223057). Briefly, the

critique focuses primarily on a design feature of the task that Bissett and colleagues contend might
lead to a violation of race model assumptions (i.e., that the Go and Stop processes are fully
independent) which are relevant to the calculation of the Stop Signal Reaction Time, a measure of
the inhibition process. The authors also raise a number of secondary concerns. In the ABCD Study®
investigators’ response, we note that satisfying race model assumptions is a pernicious challenge for
Stop task designs but also that the race model is quite robust against violations of its assumptions.
Most importantly, while Bissett et al. raise conceptual concerns with the SST our response focuses
on analyses of both the performance and the neuroimaging data and we conclude that the concerns
appear to have minimal impact on the task data. We note that there were errors in the analyses
conducted by Bissett et al. that may have inflated their estimates of race model violations in the
ABCD Study®. Notably, Bissett and colleagues did not apply any performance-based exclusions to
the data they analyzed, a number of the errors that they flagged were already identified and
corrected in the ABCD Study® annual data releases, and we argue that a number of the other
concerns reflect sensible design decisions. In our response, we list some adjustments that will be
made to the task and some new flags that will be added to the annual, curated data releases. We
stress that the ABCD Study® data are fully available to the scientific community who are empowered
to apply whatever inclusion and exclusion criteria they deem appropriate for their analyses and we
conclude that the SST in the ABCD Study® yields valuable data that researchers can use to track
adolescent neurodevelopment.

TECHNICAL TIPS
As part of the 2020 Society of Biological Psychiatry (Virtual) Meeting, a Preview of the Adolescent
Brain Cognitive Development (ABCD) Study Release 3.0 is now available on YouTube. This
presentation provides a timely update on new features of the ABCD Study® dataset, including an
online statistical portal, updated genotyping data, activity tracker for sleep and physical activity data,
geo-tagged meta-data (e.g., reflecting pollution exposure and local socio-economic information), and
the upcoming COVID-19 adolescent development survey.
Researcher's Guide to the Adolescent Brain Cognitive Development (ABCD) Study: Release
3.0, part of the Organization for Human Brain Mapping (OHBM) Annual Meeting (Virtual Meeting),
Montreal, Canada. This half-day educational course provided important updates from the 2019
course (which detailed the baseline data only) to align with ABCD Study® Data Release 3.0,
including ways of accessing different raw and curated datasets, leveraging new analytical tools to
accelerate research, and statistical considerations important in population studies. Updates include
behavioral ontologies, mental health assessments, longitudinal imaging data considerations, and the
integration of novel technologies, such as data from wearable technologies and geotagged
informatics on pollution, socio-economic factors, and climate change implications. Recordings of this
presentation will be available shortly at https://www.pathlms.com/ohbm/courses.
Creating an NDA Study to share results. ABCD Study® researchers who share data through
NDA, or who conduct a secondary analysis on data shared through NDA, are expected as part of the
Terms of Use to report their results using the NDA Study feature. An NDA Study links a finding, data
release, or publication directly to the underlying subject-level records for the data defined. The NDA
Study provides attribution (i.e. credit) for those that contributed the data. Each NDA Study is also
issued a Digital Object Identifier (DOI), which is expected to be referenced in the publication as a
persistent link to the supporting dataset. Visit https://nda.nih.gov/get/manuscript-preparation.html to
learn more about how the NDA Study must be used to cite data and provide acknowledgement of its
original collectors when used for secondary analyses, and how to create an NDA Study while
preparing to publish a manuscript.
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August 28, 2020: Tentative date for the curated ABCD Data Release 3.0. For neuroimaging
assessments, this release contains all baseline data and half of the 2-year follow-up (second
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imaging timepoint). For non-imaging assessments, this release contains baseline and follow-up
data for the 6-month and 1 year visits on the full participant cohort, as well as interim data for the
18-month, 2-year, and 30-month visits. Authorized users can obtain more information and
access the updated data from https://nda.nih.gov/abcd.
August 28, 2020: All applications for the ABCD-ReproNim Course due. For more information
visit https://ABCD-ReproNim.org.
September 2, 2020: Beyond Statistical Significance: Finding Meaningful Effects Virtual
Meeting. Refer to https://apps1.seiservices.com/meaningfuleffects/.
October 16, 2020: ABCD-ReproNim Course starts. For more information visit https://ABCDReproNim.org.
Postponed until July 2021: Leveraging novel statistical tools in the Adolescent Brain
Cognitive Development (ABCD) Study. Australian and New Zealand Statistical Conference.
Gold Coast, Queensland, Australia.

ABCD Study®, Teen Brains. Today’s Science. Brighter Future.®, El cerebro adolescente. La ciencia
de hoy. Un futuro más brillante.® and the ABCD Study Logos are registered marks of the U.S.
Department of Health & Human Services (HHS). Adolescent Brain Cognitive Development℠ Study,
El Estudio del Desarrollo Cognitivo y Cerebral del Adolescente℠, are service marks of the US
Department of Health & Human Services (HHS).

